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Interview de Gabriela Golder
   par Gabriel Soucheyre

la démocratie, un journaliste a fait un reportage 

Portrait d’artiste : Gabriela Golder

des enseignantes étaient des épouses de 

commençait (mon parcours est tellement 

établissement où il se passait beaucoup de 
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il y avait beaucoup de militantisme, on était 

une commission pour la défense des droits 

sciences de la communication et je commence 

(où il montrait beaucoup de vidéos françaises 
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 She 

Introduction from the catalogue Habitada
     by David Arlandis y Javier Marroquí

1 Golder used 

development of her early childhood and the 

of the deaths, the people gone missing and 

normal life”2

After the disappointment of her early studies 
in communication and sociology, Gabriela 

di erent countries, becoming a resident artist 

En memoria de los pájaros 

-
miso en Argentina” (About an Inescapable Reality. Art and 
Commitment in Argentina

Portrait d’artiste : Gabriela Golder

At present, Golder combines videographic 

th

II

Habitada 



be called Care Crisis 
nature but rather functions as a common 

Habitada

intended to attract our attention to a di erent 

does not grab the attention of the media in 

care 
crisis

Society used to develop through productive 
and reproductive (or care

factors having the most direct impact on the 

lies one of the roots, if not the cause, of the 

family care tasks, that is, life sustainability 

necessary for the development of life, or a 
transformation of the system that provides 

Dolor, 2010, Gabriel Golder © 



relevance: a necessary change in the male role 

social phenomenon and to bring together 

III

Dolor

Gabriela constantly insists on the need to 

earlier pieces like Reocupación, Arrorró, or even 
Concierto diurno, Gabriela utilizes a concrete 

countries and families to take on, as often 

about the su ering of a grandfather for having 

from a Laurent Gaudé book about clandestine 

the search for identity in a hostile environment 

their voices join in and their stories of pain 

Diáspora (Diaspora) is the second piece in the 

conditions and jobs assigned to immigrant 

artist, there is a conscious desire for the piece 
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presented at the Desarmadero Naval de Buenos 
Aires

the place of arrival for immigrants coming 
th and early 20th 

kind of immigrant arrives at this point of 

everything behind to become the labor 
force of the host country, so often related to 

IV
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a glimpse at a third indispensable approach 

Sobre una realidad 
ineludible Arte y compromiso en Argentina 

the moral need of Argentine art not to turn 
its back on the historic events taking place 

st

situation lived through by Argentineans 

devastating military dictatorship, a no less 
harmful economic debacle and the resulting 

everyday life and leaked into current artistic 

En memoria 
de los pájaros
Vacas

dictatorship and home movies shot in Super 

En memorio de los pajaros (Àla mémoire des oiseaux), 1999, Gabriel Golder ©



a livestock truck accident begin to butcher, 
right by the side of the road, the calves that 

Also, she does not simply record the footage 

elements intended to erase any trace of the 

thus creates a subjective, poetic piece and 

installation called Bestias
used e ects to transform the images captured 

on December 20th and 21st

abroad under the name of cacerolazo (pot 

Vacas, 2002, Gabriel Golder ©



population came out against the ruling class 
after the corralito

Bestias, Golder recalls 

installation consists of three large screens 

After those years of vindicating e ervescence 
in Argentina, and once certain democratic 

had been achieved, the vindication issue 

Trizas, Crashing dishes 
and Concierto diurno

the observation of the sociopolitical reality, 

of failure or at least of frustration of the hopes 

pieces by the Argentine artist emerge, such 
as Diáspora
discussed, or Reocupación (Reoccupation, 

memories for the actions, the movements, 

the body movements they used to perform in 

production, is La lógica de la supervivencia

immersed in a horrifying situation, running 

La 
lógica de la supervivencia



On the Threshold
Notes on the female element and women in the work of Gabriela Golder
     by Victoria Simón

She then resorted to di ering tools and 
support according to the project and ultimately 

themselves in their spaces as if the body, 
beyond language and through the intensity 

return, like in Resistencia

Portrait d’artiste : Gabriela Golder

installation, 2000), making a super-human 

looked at, Gabriela confronts the others as a 

Irreversible, video 

the very silence (Silencio
Intemperie

It’s a privilege to see
So much confusion
Marianne Moore
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and the doubt as central stylistic features, 
emerge in her pieces through persistent 

marks, revives suspicions and imposes losses, 

system, tension seems to have no possible 

albeit not unpolluted spaces emerge in her 
pieces: the intimate, luminous and in turn dull 
space of her personal story and the collective 

pieces according to those criteria and relate 

Metaphor and Action

1, 

to make us think about social oppression, 

certain unfortunate, socially violent events, 
in every Gabriela Golder piece, the female 

be absent or blended into a collective set, as 
Reocupación

Vacas
2002), Bestias La lógica 
de la supervivencia

Multitud
!

Arrorró, 2009, Gabriel Golder ©



Rescate
Arrorró

Reocupación and Arrorró stem from 
the desire to and the practice of listening 
to the other, of committing physically and 

those attending to look at themselves and 

documentary process, is transformed based 
All we have to do 

is tighten our skin like a drum for great politics to 
begin
precedes the piece, the act of facing the other, 

entire political dimension and one of the key 

but also through a deep sense of belonging to 
a particular group, or even through the proof 

Rescate

are not only saved in their typographic form, 

comprising the piece, chooses them, rescues 
them, and in the modulation of her voice 

From the individual sphere to the collective, 
Gabriela Golder has said on many occasions 

Heroica
Doméstico and 

Concierto diurno
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Diáspora 

artist crosses the individual and the collective 
once again, placing herself at the center of the 

room in an endless path, and in that symbolic 

idea of female submission and the miseries 

th

though her background makes her familiar 

and the origins of video creation and the 

dare to think that her stance is rather closer 
to the assertion of individual identity, the 
uncertain construction of the self identity 

by those of others, taking their place and 

The Space of Desire

Pasajes
2010) static, disturbing shots of an abandoned 

Pasajes, 2010, Gabriel Golder ©



dialogue envelops a void, remaining at the 

constitutes the very core of desire, a black 

Pasajes
addition to the visible distance of the bodies, 

dialogues, the hotels, the silence rocked by the 

The word is not a 
weapon, it is a place
Golder seeks to build that place through the 
combination of multiple voices, leaving doors 

is present but rather the female element as 

Despojos, 2009, Performance,Hotel Central, Sao Paul, Gabriel Golder ©
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Returning to the idea of producing an 

literary language a nation, a memory and a 

Despojos

invited by the artist to occupy di erent rooms 

Loucos de amor

girls reading out loud fragments from a 

adult might be capable of, the girls comment 

another, get tired, contaminate the literary 

Finally in Dolor

part of the house and the artist recorded them 
reading and listened to their stories of pain, 

by the literary language is already present in Es 
todo

Gabriela Golder takes a step back in order to 

dull as they may seem, something rises, stands 

as it is inaccessible and non-transferable, 

Reocupación
Rescate

notion of art, a belief in the transforming 

desire, desire of the image, desire to make 

this destabilizing, voluntarily imprecise and 

certainties escape, that the female element 



Forms of Memory and Cultural Action
A dialogue between Gabriela Golder (Argentina) and Virginia Villaplana(Spain).
     by Virginia Villaplana

Virginia Villaplana:

methodology, documentary studies) 

The story of my life does not exist. That does 
not exist, there is never a center. Nor is there a 
path, nor a line. There are vast landscapes that 
insinuate that there was someone, it is not true, 
there was no-one. 

Gabriela Golder:

not interested in market research, nor certain 

Portrait d’artiste : Gabriela Golder

Can memory be postulated as a personal gesture, an intimate trait that is transformed into a public 
event? Ana Longoni. Ejercicios de (otra) memoria, Buenos Aires, Muntref, 2006.

At that time the Film University had just 
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From that moment, increasingly, it has all 
been about opening, generating doubts in me 

about saying, raising, starting the game, taking 

I’m writing you all this from another world, a 
world of appearances. In a way the two worlds 
communicate with each other. Memory is to 
one what history is to the other. An impossibility. 
Legends are born out of the need to decipher the 
indecipherable. Memories must make do with 
their delirium, with their drift. A moment stopped 
would burn like a frame of film blocked before 
the furnace of the projector. Sans Soleil, 

(And obviously…we compile)

I, like you, have tried with all my might to fight 
forgetfulness. Like you, I have forgotten. Like you, I 

have wanted to have an inconsolable memory, a 
memory of shadows and stone. I have struggled 
every day, with all my might, against the horror of 
not completely understanding the reason behind 
remembering. Like you, I have forgotten. Why 
deny the evident need for memory? 

Hiroshima Mon 
Amour

Gabriela Golder:
believe that my journey, my path is circular, 

and another thing, many paths crossing one 

And thus the movement becomes 
permanent, looking inside, going out, looking 
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Recently, after making projects that included 
many others narrating for me, telling for me, 

referring to Reocupación
2010), Arrorró
Dolor

Arrorró

called me on the phone, told me stories and 

still try to make a di erent kind of approach, 

depressed, unarticulated, not unionized or 

had mate [Argentine hot drink] and did a 

from an activity, a gesture, a movement, but 

Retaining images, words, gestures, metaphors: 
is it a form of resistance? 

Gabriela Golder:

camera) and talked to the president, o ering 

If we show you pictures of napalm burns, 
you’ll close your eyes. First you’ll close your eyes 
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to the pictures. Then you’ll close your eyes to the 
memory. Then you’ll close your eyes to the facts. 

Dolor

going through a very painful personal 

Pain

listened and observed and then the stories 

In Resnais we plunge into time, not by means 
of a psychological memory, which would result 
in nothing but an indirect representation, nor 
through an image-memory, which would take 
us once again to an ancient present, but rather 
through a deeper kind of memory, a memory 
of the world that explores time directly and 
reaches in the past what is subtracted from the 
recollection. How ridiculous does a flashback 
seem next to such powerful explorations of time, 
like in Last Year at Marienbad (Alain Resnais, 
1961), with the silent march on the thick hotel 
carpets opposing each time the image of the 
past.

(I think of DESPOJOS)

Then, as usually happens even with the most 
insignificant dead people, they collected the 
memories that he could have left them, helping 
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each other and making e orts to be in agreement. 
But we know this little flame, the shivering in the 
disturbed shadow. And the agreement arrives 
only later, with oblivion…Alternative translation 

Virginia Villaplana:

Gabriela Golder:

recovering memory, activating memory, 

others see, insisting, repeating, insisting again, 

And the dialectic aspect is also present 

myself about the strategies of memory and the 

What happens when we travel and try to 
capture what we experience in the streets and we 
observe by their side? Is it possible to obtain an 
overall image? [...]

With hope in their faces, the street vendors 
approach the few cars passing by […]

Old women, a man with a kiln, gipsy families 
with or without cars, peasants with carts, young 
girls by themselves or sitting in a group by the side 
of the road […] Where are their villages? Don’t 
they have a job? Does the long road compensate 
them after possible buyers for a few marks?

Places and worlds that don’t appeal to the 
media fall into oblivion. The lights go o  and in 
the dark remains that which needs the urgent 
attention of the public: Poverty, abandonment 
and fear of the Estate terror. The image in the film 
follows the path of the journey, the geographic 

line that runs through southeast Europe, from 
Berlin through Poland, Check Republic, Slovakia, 
Rumania and Bulgaria down to the Black Sea. 
The trip continues in a cargo ship towards 
Odessa (Ukraine) and from there covers the coast 
all the way to the southeast corner, Istanbul. We 
see streets, markets, towns, cities and varying 
architectures. The encounter with peoples and 
places generates filmic miniatures. Almost 
imperceptively, they compare the old with the 
new, insinuate and clarify.

Some of the still photographs alternated in 
the film have been taken behind the windshield 
of the moving car. The car becomes an extension 
of the camera, which is visible in the unclear 
image […] There is a need to photograph [...] 
situations parading at full speed —precise 
observations of everyday life that becomes blurry 
in its fleeting march. After Perestroika and the 
fall of the wall, the borders of the Eastern states 
seem to have opened, although they are in reality 
more insurmountable. Enormous territories 
have become blank areas in the political map, 
abandoned regions, cast into the economic crisis 
unleashed by the industrial and agricultural 
reform. New power structures have emerged, 
which are ambiguous, ignored or denied by 
the international community and which now 
make the search for vital resources even more 
di cult. [...] We see the new nomads (teachers, 
lawyers, peasants, craftsmen) doing business 
by the numerous border crossings, on the side 
of the big and small streets, in the ghost towns 
of rural areas, at markets and bus stops and in 
the noisy cities of Odessa and Istanbul. Ulrike 

Gabriela Golder:
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(Russian in arguments, in stories, in lullabies) 
and later the other stories, communism, the fall 

Virginia Villaplana:

dimension, in your opinion, that can be carried 

talk of Vacas Bestias
Multitud La lógica de 

la supervivencia
Arrorró

Diáspora 
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Each picture shows a past but deciphers a 
future. 

think of Vacío
En memoria de los 

pájaros
Reocupación 

Concierto 
Diurno
single-channel version Doméstico

Private Motions-
Public Space

Also Postales Rescate 
Postales 

raises the issue of movement, translation, a 

Rescate

visibility, opened a dialogue (it is also an 

20th
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to create stories from possibilities or from the 

So it becomes memory, so it becomes the 
construction of memory and from there, ludic 

massive, since it is about raising thoughts, 
doubts, thoughts again, conscience, visibility, 

There is a belief that where information is 
abundant, there is a superabundance of memory. 
However, the present shows us that is not the 
case at all. Information is not memory. It does not 
contribute to memory, but rather works only in 
its own interest. And its interest is for everything 
to be immediately forgotten to then assert the 
unique, abstract truth of the present and then 
assert itself as the only one adapted to that truth. 
The more the facts abound, the more the feeling 
of its undi erentiated equality imposes itself. And 
the capacity also expands to transform its endless 
juxtaposition into the impossibility to conclude, 
to read in the facts the meaning of a story. 

Virginia Villaplana:

technologies in poetic-resistance dimensions 



from being reduced to mere technological 

Gabriela Golder:

So technology is used as a tool (in the past 

case of Arrorró

Rescate

voice names them and rather because it names 

instance and the human voice, in this case 

I can’t help but express the existing tensions 
between the need to take from the past images, 
teachings, going back to reread, to re-say, to 
change, and the possibility of a di erent future. 
A di erent “to come” (l’ à venir used by Jacques 
Derrida), a di erent future, a di erent thing to 
be accepted that is not foreseen or foreseeable. 
How to get out from that past that, unresolved, 

repeats itself traumatically. Will we never learn? 
This afternoon, a far-sighted character in a film 
(The Air I Breathe, Jieho Lee, 2007), talked about 
his capability to accept that a foreseen future, a 
future that has already been seen, was then an 
inalterable future. Only the unknown gives us the 
possibility, or not, to change something that is to 
come. Laurence Rassel

Virginia Villaplana:

Gabriela Golder:
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To be and not to be
  by Rodrigo Alonso

Portrait d’artiste : Gabriela Golder

to open closed spaces, or to emphasize silence 

60
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it might look as an aesthetics of opposition, 
on the contrary, it is a strong decision to 

sole mention gives the shivers in Argentina: 

disappearance during the dictatorial govern 

echoes of the military process often erupt in 

at the level of their narrative and formal 

the footprints of history have a repercussion 

an action determined by the absence of an 

times of censorship, the possibility of naming 

these procedures hers, and refers to situations 

environ ments and characters in critical 
dilemmas, or else it appears as the singular 

© Rodrigo Alonso
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Pourquoi tu racontes cette histoire ? 

Gabriela, chercheuse d’or
  by Jean-Paul Fargier

narrativité déconstruite, les images de Pasages 
Gabriela 

Golder
dans un appartement abandonné, dévasté, en 

Portrait d’artiste : Gabriela Golder
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Multitude

Cows (2002), 

incident de parcours dans le circuit de la 

surgit encore du ralentissement des gestes, 

muées en signes, en symboles coupants : ah 

On ne pourra, non plus, aller plus loin, faire 

Domestique, 2007, Gabriel Golder © 



dit féminisme, dans les gazettes, pour faire 
Domestico 

instant la caméra, comme on signe un acte 

Emptiness

initier ce voyage dans un territoire enfoui de la 

probable des émigrés russes dont descend 

créées par le passage rapide dans le cadre 

immuables de ces espaces où le hasard de la 

dans Diaspora

poids du destin, il faut parfois en passer par 

coup de langue restaure une possibilité de 

Locos de amor

et se repoussent sans pouvoir se séparer : 
pars, reste, je pars, je ne pars pas, je suis venu 

rien, les pauvrettes, elles débitent les mots 
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En memoria de los Parajos (video - 2000)
 Catalog of the World Wide Festival 2000 - Amsterdam

video Berlin: been there-to be there

to confront the traumas and the painful pasts of their respective countries both have created very 

Portrait d’artiste : Gabriela Golder
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Autour de Ceremony of innocence // Postales
      by Luc Dall’Armellina

Introduction

Support fluide-espace virtuel, l’écran agi 
écrit pour les rencontres de Lure en août 2000 

de manipulation y est interrogée avec en 

de resituer les dispositifs décrits comme 

avec ses capacaités computationnelles et 

Les uns pensent, dit-on, les autres agissent mais 
la vraie condition de l’homme c’est de penser avec 
ses mains. 

Postales de 

hors-ligne (Ceremony of Innocence - cédérom 

Portrait d’artiste : Gabriela Golder

Narration séquentielle et dispositif 
interactif

Les auteurs de Ceremony comme de Postales 
défendent un propos, ils proposent un récit 

commun de proposer simultanément une 

Récit et oralité

Postales) ou par celui de 
Ceremony) propres 

Postales), 
sans se perdre en e orts de lecture - réputée 

Image et activité
prennent en charge ce non-temps du récit 

le libérer (Ceremony

(Postales
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sur le dispositif ne sert plus comme avec le livre 
une lecture de décodage du langage (fonction 

des intentions cachées sous les images par 

jouent ici dans une relative autonomie de 

Modalités de présence des signes - ou 
point de vue sémioactif (apparition de type 
présence-absence - luminosité de type 
transparence-opacité, couleurs de type froid-
chaud, éclatements de type signe-matrice-

limites de type champ-hors champ, espace de 
type agrandissement-réduction, rotation)

Postures du lectacteur - ou point de vue du 
lecteur : alternance de positions spectatorielles 

Arseth ] pour Ceremony
Postales

Dispositif sensible et algorithmique - ou 

relations entre contenu sensible et programme 

Dispositif computationnel - ou point 

de résolution variable, son dispositif sonore 

Art technologique ou design numérique

Les liens étroits, tissés entre ces notions 

en mouvement , faisant naître de nouvelles 
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des codes culturels constituait un ensemble 

ni non plus de produits culturels éducatifs 

parlent pas tant de leur amour, de leur désir, 

part irréductible de fragilité, de constante 
inconstance, hors temps et hors espace, 

(...Autour de «Ceremony of innocence...)

Postales - Gabriela Golder - dispositif web 
- juin 2000

Postales

Le principe de Postales

Postales

peut donc révéler la lecture active de di érents 

lecture linéaire, inaltérable : une narration de 

Le contrat du lecteur
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plupart des supports cédérom, et suppose 

Le générique

Ceremony

connaît sous le nom de loading, ce temps de 

Champ - hors champ

procédé, Postales

Trace et mémoire
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fait écho comme une volonté de lecture par 

70

L’attachement

Les pages où le curseur se fait le départ 

Postales, web site, Gabriel Golder © 


